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The King David High School Sixth Form combines academic excellence with a warm and
supportive Jewish atmosphere. This enables students to maximise their potential and prepares
them to face the demands of life after the Sixth Form with confidence.
The Sixth Form offers students a wide choice of subjects, which are taught in small tuition groups.
In addition, students benefit from the individual attention, support and guidance provided by a
dedicated team of Sixth Form tutors and mentors.

We were delighted to be awarded an “outstanding” judgement in the most recent Ofsted
inspection. Inspectors commented that “At the heart of students’ high attainment lies excellent
teaching in, and leadership and management of, the Sixth Form. One of the notable features is the
exceptionally high expectations that teachers have of their students.”
Inspectors also praised students’ “exemplary” approach and their “real desire to give their best.
They enjoy the challenge of the teachers’ high expectations and drive themselves further to
improve.”

Pastoral Care
At The King David Sixth Form we consistently achieve outstanding results and are rated one of
the very best comprehensive schools in the country. The vast majority of our students go on to the
destination of their choice, from apprenticeships to top universities including Oxford and
Cambridge.
This is in large part due to the academic excellence and hard work of the students, whom we are
privileged to have in the Sixth Form, but is also the result of careful monitoring of students and
their work and the setting of the very highest standards. Students are encouraged to develop
independence and take responsibility for their own learning at Sixth Form level with a Sixth Form
library dedicated to private study.
In addition to reports and parents’ evenings, updates on
students are collected from subject teachers and
communicated to parents termly in order to monitor
progress. Students review their grades with their form tutor
who will act as their guide and first point of contact for the
two years of Sixth Form. Students are encouraged to have an
adult-to-adult dialogue with teachers and are placed at the
heart of the self-review and target-setting process.
We pride ourselves on our positive relationships with students in the Sixth Form. Where there are
problems we are proactive in intervening early and meeting with parents and students to discuss
any significant areas of concern.
We also offer an extensive mentoring programme, where a member
of staff is specifically assigned to individuals in need of that little
bit of extra care-and-attention. Mentors meet with students every
week to offer support, discuss their progress and set targets. Many
students have benefited from the system, testifying that it has
helped them to become more organised and meet deadlines as well
as minimising stress and improving their results.
The Sixth Form pastoral team keeps parents informed at all stages
and encourages them to communicate problems or issues affecting
the progress of their child to the school by ‘phone, email or in
writing.

‘I have thoroughly enjoyed
my time at the King David
Sixth Form. The teachers are
very friendly and always
happy to help. They are
supportive and have pushed
me to reach my full potential.
I would highly recommend
coming to the Sixth Form.’

One of the best ways parents can support the school and
their children is by ensuring full attendance whenever
possible. We understand that the ages of 16-18 are busy
with University open days and other activities such as
driving lessons. We would urge parents to have an
overview of this and ensure that absence is kept to a
minimum. Driving lessons and tests should be arranged
when students do not have lessons and University open
days are restricted to a maximum of 3 school days over
the academic year, as regular absences have a detrimental
effect on students’ progress. We would also urge
students to keep any part-time employment out of school
to a minimum. Sixth Form study is a full-time job!

Application Process
We welcome applications to the Sixth Form from students at other schools and take particular care
to ensure a smooth transition, both socially and academically. Further information is available
from the school office, but the process includes:
•
•
•

One or more interviews
Good predicted grades or GCSE results
A good reference or report from the previous school
'Despite only joining the school in the Sixth
Form, I was welcomed by teachers who were
willing to put in the work to assure that every
single student receives not only an education
that will maximize their grades, but also one that
provides a deeper understanding past the
syllabus. When my friends and I leave King
David we will be at a massive advantage in what
we do, and I believe this is down to everyone
being treated as an individual student and not
just as part of the class.'

Preparation for life after Sixth Form
The school’s outstanding record of gaining students places on university courses and
apprenticeships is largely due to the intensive and personalised support that is offered. This begins
in Year 12 with a detailed overview of the application processes for both students and parents at
the school’s UCAS evening, supported by tutorial guidance and an opportunity for all students in
Year 12 to meet with representatives of the universities at the Manchester UCAS convention.
Students are then given detailed information outlining key aspects of the UCAS process and
offered exhaustive guidance on completing an application, as well as personalised individual
support with course choices and UCAS form completion for each student in Year 13. Students
applying for apprenticeships are also individually catered for and given personalised support on
finding and applying positions.
The school also offers additional bespoke support for students applying to particularly competitive
university courses. Students are given the opportunity to visit Oxford and Cambridge and meet
representatives to ask questions and find out more. They are also given help with completing the
additional forms, which are part of a university application for these institutions, as well as
continuing individual support with mock interviews – indeed, a recent article in the Manchester
Mill praised the work of Academic Lead Mr Christo and confirmed the school as the most
successful non-selective school in the North West in terms of Oxbridge places.
Students are given intensive support and enrichment opportunities for applications for healthcare
courses including medicine and dentistry. The process begins in Year 12, with access to the
medical society, preparation for aptitude tests, personalised support in putting together a
successful UCAS application and interview practice and advice from a wide range of medical
professionals from medical students to consultants.
Further details on the university application process can be found at: www.ucas.com
Further details on the apprenticeship process can be found at: www.gov.uk/further-educationskills/apprenticeships

Finance for University
Financial support and scholarships for Jewish students going to university are available from the
Finnart Trust and Anglo-Jewish Association. Applications for either award need to be returned to
school for processing by 31st March. Application forms can be found at http://www.finnart.org/
and http://www.anglojewish.org.uk/.
Information on student loans and grants is available from student finance at
http://www.direct.gov.uk/en/EducationAndLearning/UniversityAndHigherEducation/StudentFina
nce/index.htm
‘Upon joining the Sixth Form I settled in very quickly, the
ethos of the school is clear from the beginning. Staff and
students are very friendly and staff work hard to ensure
that students reach their potential. I know I made the right
decision by coming to King David High School Sixth Form.'

Extra-curricular life
Volunteering
The school also encourages the development of leadership skills and communal involvement
in all its Sixth Form students. They participate in many hours of voluntary work within the
community and beyond, in particular the Federation of Jewish Services’ Time For You
Befriending Scheme, whereby students visit and befriend senior citizens. The Fed is one of the
leading social care charities for the Jewish Community of North and South Manchester, and has its
own website at www.thefed.org.uk
Students are also regular visitors at Brookvale, Broughton House, Heathlands and the Nicky
Alliance Centre and in addition visit and befriend those in the community, of their own age, who
are disabled. They take leadership roles and support a wide range of youth groups, with Sixth
Formers Hinda Perez and Oliver Radivan winning Manchester Jewish Community Young
Volunteer of the year awards in 2019.

Prefects
Sixth Formers are expected to play a leadership role within the school community and all Year 12
and 13 students are offered the chance to become prefects.
Prefects are expected to be role models for lower school pupils and to demonstrate a willingness to
put themselves out to help others. They make a huge contribution to school life including the
following areas:
•

Subject areas - by offering to run extra help clubs at lunchtime or after school, or assisting
in-class, so that lower school students can benefit from their knowledge and experience

•

Mentors - by running a common room for lower school students and visiting forms to
listen to the views of younger students and feed-back to school council, or just to work
with individuals in a pastoral role to make their time in school easier

We are grateful for the work our prefects carry out in school and the position is a perfect
opportunity for students to enhance their CVs as they approach the ever-more-competitive world
of university applications.

Student leadership team
In the Summer term of Year 12 students are selected for the positions of Head Boy, Head Girl and
Deputies. They comprise the leadership team of the student body and are expected to set the tone
and lead by example.
Typical duties of the Heads of School and their Deputies include running the school council,
representing the views of their peers and lower school students, visiting school assemblies,
running minyan, organising charity events and leading debates in school on current issues.
Deputies and Heads work hard to develop the school council and mentor the younger students.

‘The King David Sixth Form is well renowned for its academic achievements.
However, for us, this is only one of the key aspects which make it a fantastic place to
study. Not only are the teachers approachable and willing to spend their extra time
helping you, but the friendly and supportive environment also allows us to reach our
academic potential whilst providing us with the tools to easily make the transition
into higher education. The school also offers us the opportunities to develop our
cultural and social understanding through inter-faith assemblies and integrating
ourselves with other communities. We could not have asked for a better place to
spend our final years of school.’
Sixth Form Student Leadership Team

Careers Advice
At The King David High School students are encouraged to undertake work experience. Many
students organise this independently in many different areas such as medicine, dentistry,
pharmacy, or accountancy. Students also have the opportunity to talk to a professional careers
advisor, and the bi-annual careers evening gives students the opportunity to speak to university
representatives, professionals and past students who are currently undertaking gap year
programmes in industry. Students have been successful in securing jobs during their year out with
Pinsent Masons Law Firm, KPMG, PWC and Deloitte and are given personalised, up-to-theminute guidance on applications for internships, apprenticeships and the world of work.

Academic enrichment
The Sixth Form is proud of its reputation for academic excellence and high achievement with all
students. We offer academic enrichment programmes for those keen to go beyond the curriculum,
really stretching them to fulfil their potential within and beyond their subjects.
The programme aims to raise the aspirations of students, extend academic range and depth of study,
support students in applications to the most competitive university courses and cultivate a real love
of learning beyond that which is required for A Level success. We offer the following
opportunities, designed to make them stand out from the crowd:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A lecture programme in school in the Spring and Summer terms
Student-led subject specific discussion groups and societies, including the Debating
Society (students this year reached the regional finals of the national MACE debating
competition), Feminist Society, Medical Society, Psychology Society, Politics Society etc.
Wider reading above and beyond the curriculum to explore subjects in their own time
The AQA extended project
Taking 4 A Levels to A Level
Attending Oxford and Cambridge preparation events
Interview practice
Aptitude test preparation and practice
Academic mentoring

The AQA Extended Project
Universities are increasingly looking for evidence of individual research skills and academic
stretch beyond students’ A Level courses. The AQA Extended Project gives students an
opportunity to work in depth on something that they have a passion for - students choose the topic
and then work with an individual teacher supervisor who has expertise in the field.
The project can be related to one of their subjects (but doesn’t have to be) but must not be
something that they are submitting as a part of their course. Universities are generally very
enthusiastic about the project and students spend a day at Manchester University during their
research.
You don’t have to be an A* student to undertake a project but do have to have a passion for your
topic and be ready to work hard to see it through in addition to your studies. The project can take a
variety of forms but has to include an element of research. It can be an essay, presentation,
performance, film, artefact, piece of music etc.
If it is a piece of written work it should be about 5000 words long. If it is not a piece of written
work it needs to be accompanied by a 1000 word report.
Students will complete the majority of the work for their project at the end of Year 12 and over the
summer holiday. It counts as an AS Level but goes to A* and so is worth 8 to 28 UCAS points.

Trips
Education doesn’t just take place inside the classroom. At King David we seek to enrich the
syllabi with trips and visits when possible. There is an annual year 12 trip to Poland, and other
trips have included the Music tours to Rome and Paris, the History trip to Berlin, the Politics trip
to Parliament, and Business and Economics trips to Prague, Paris, Brussels and New York.

‘My son gained a tremendous amount of awareness
of History from the Poland trip and he was
extremely pleased that he was fortunate enough to
go. He would certainly recommend it to other
students.’

Choosing your Sixth Form courses
Choosing the subjects that you want to study at Sixth Form is a big decision, so think carefully, do
your research and talk to your teachers and other advisors.
Most students take 3 subjects in Years 12 and 13 although some may opt to take 4.
In the Sixth Form at The King David High School we offer two, equally valid, types of courses:
1. A Levels
This is the more traditional type of course. A Level subjects tend to be assessed entirely or mostly
by exam at the end of Year 13 (typically 3 exams).
2. Applied and vocational A Level equivalents
These generally have some exam content but are mostly assessed through coursework.
Students may study traditional A Levels or applied and vocational A Levels equivalents, or a
combination of both.
Things to think about when making your choice:
What GCSE subjects do you currently enjoy, and what are you good at?
If you’re interested in taking up a new subject that you haven’t studied at GCSE this is a risk.
Make sure you know what the subject involves and are going to be happy studying it for two
years.
How do you learn best?
If you are someone that thrives on exam pressure the traditional A Levels may well be for you. If
you cope better with the more regular deadlines of coursework the applied and vocational subjects
could be better.
What are the entry requirements for the subject?
Make sure you’re going to get the required grades at GCSE to get onto the subject at Sixth Form
(see below). Work hard to get the grades that you need.
What are your plans for the future?
Many students have no idea what they want to do after Sixth Form, and that’s fine. However, if
you do have a clear idea of a university course or career you want to pursue make sure you’re
taking any required subjects. The websites below might help, or else talk to a member of the Sixth
Form Team:
There is some good advice on this website:
https://university.which.co.uk/advice/a-level-choices
Informed Choices is a document produced by the Russell Group (traditional universities) on the
subjects that they recommend for particular degrees:
https://www.informedchoices.ac.uk/
You can also research courses more specifically using the UCAS university application site:
https://digital.ucas.com/search
This site profiles different careers and the subjects that are useful to access them:
www.prospects.ac.uk

SIXTH FORM SUBJECT CHOICES
The following subjects are currently offered:

A Level
Art and Design Courses

Biology

Business

Chemistry

Computer Science

Drama & Theatre

Economics

English Language

English Literature

French

Geography

History

Mathematics

Further Mathematics

Modern Hebrew

Music

Physics

Politics

Psychology

Religious Studies

Sociology

Spanish n/c

Applied A Level and Vocational A Level equivalent
Business

Health and Social Care

IT

Media Studies

Other subjects which may be offered subject to demand
Food and Nutrition

Travel and Tourism

Please note – courses will be available subject to demand.
Option blocks will be drawn up to take account of students’ preferences but inevitably not
every subject combination will be possible. Please note that some lessons may be timetabled
in the extended day (Monday – Thursday till 5.05pm).

Suggested subject entry requirements
Subject

Suggested GCSE entry requirement
A Level

Art and Design
Biology
Business
Chemistry
Computer Science
Drama and Theatre
Economics
English Language
English Literature
French
Geography
History
Maths
Further Maths
Modern Hebrew
Music
Physics
Politics
Psychology
Religious Studies
Sociology
Spanish

Art = grade 6
Biology = grade 7; Maths = grade 6
English = grade 6; Maths = grade 6
Chemistry = grade 7; Maths = grade 6
Computer Science = grade 7; Maths = grade 6
English = grade 7
English = grade 7; Maths = grade 7
English Language = grade 7
English Literature = grade 7
French = grade 7
Geography = grade 7; English = grade 6; Maths = grade 6
History = grade 7
Maths = grade 7
Maths = grade 8
Modern Hebrew = grade 7
Music = grade 6 or grade 5 theory; grade 6 on one instrument
Physics = grade 7; Maths = grade 7
English = grade 6
English = grade 6; Maths = grade 6
English = grade 7; History = grade 7 preferred
English = grade 6
Spanish = grade 7

Applied and Vocational A Level equivalents
Business
Health and Social
Care
IT
Media Studies

English = grade 4; Maths = grade 4
English Language = grade 5
English = grade 4; Maths = grade 4
English = grade 4; Maths = grade 4

A LEVEL ART AND DESIGN COURSES
Board AQA
A Level courses
available:

•
7201 ART AND DESIGN – A combination of two areas from:
Fine Art/Graphic Communication/Textile Design. Students will be
introduced to a variety of experiences that explore a range of two-dimensional
and/or three-dimensional media, processes and techniques. They will be made
aware of both traditional and new media. Skills learnt may include a
combination of two of the following areas: Fine Art; Graphic Communication;
Textile Design; Three-dimensional Design; Photography.
•
7202 FINE ART – Drawing, Painting, Mixed-Media, Sculpture,
Installation, Photography. Students will be introduced to a variety of
experiences that explore a range of fine art media, processes and techniques.
They will be made aware of both traditional and new media. Skills learnt may
include: Advanced drawing and Painting Skills, Collage, Creative Photography,
Digital Manipulation, 2D and 3D Construction: modelling, carving, casting,
assemblage.
•
7203 GRAPHIC COMMUNICATION – Advertising, Packaging,
Design, Illustration, Communication Graphics, Branding. Students will be
introduced to a variety of experiences that explore a range of graphic
communication media, processes and techniques. They will be made aware of
both traditional and new media. Skills learnt may include: illustration,
photography, illustrative collage, designing: narrative images, signs, logos,
packaging, books, magazine feature layouts, magazine advertising, poster
advertising and campaigns.
•
7204 TEXTILE DESIGN - Fashion Design and Fashion Textiles,
Textile Design and Constructed Textiles. Students will be introduced to a
variety of experiences that explore a range of textile media, processes and
techniques. They will be made aware of both traditional and new media. Skills
learnt may include fabric printing, mono-printing, relief printing, tie-dye and
batik; spraying and transfer; fabric construction; stitching, appliqué, quilting and
embroidery.
•

Entry requirements:

Five GCSE passes at Grade 5 and above, including: Mathematics, English and a
grade 6 and above in Art & Design or an art related subject. (A sample/portfolio of
work will be required to assess suitability for this course if a student has no GCSE
qualification in Art.)

Course overview:

The study of Art and Design helps to develop imagination, sensitivity, powers of
observation, conceptual thinking and analytical and practical skills. The subject
widens cultural horizons and leads to a fuller understanding of the history of Art.
Critical studies of major movements and artists both historical and contemporary
are covered through research and virtual (due to Covid 19 restrictions) gallery
visits.

A Level Course
Structure:

Portfolio Project 1: Sept 2021 – April 2022
Portfolio of Work: The initial project will focus on developing key skills within the
selected themes:
Fine Art – Figurative Art and Portraiture
Graphic Communication – The Bakery or Ice Cream Parlour
Component One: April 2022- May 2023
Personal Investigation - 100% total A Level.
A practical investigation, students develop an individual body of work based on an
idea, issue or concept, supported by a 3000 word essay.

Assessment
Objectives:

Students are assessed in their ability to:
•
Develop ideas through sustained and focused investigations
•
Demonstrate analytical and critical understanding informed by the
work of others
•
Handle materials, techniques and processes effectively and skilfully
•
Review and refine ideas as they develop
•
Record ideas, observations and insights
•
Reflect critically on their work and progress
•
Present a personal and meaningful response
•
Make connections between visual and other elements

Who should consider
this course?

Art and Design at A Level offers many career opportunities. It is essential for
university and college courses in Art, Design, and related subjects at foundation
and degree level. It is useful for teaching and can be combined with the sciences or
mathematics for civil engineering, architecture, landscape and garden design,
textile and product design and management. Art and Design combines well with
History, English and Drama as well as work in the media (e.g. publishing,
advertising, television and the theatre) and in museums where exhibition design
and restoration are important. Students may choose a career related to Art and
Design, of which there are a vast number in this multi-billion pound creative
industry.

Expectations of
students who study
this course:

This is an exciting A Level subject, and one where creative, intellectual and
intuitive talents will be nurtured. Students are encouraged to think for themselves,
to be fully engaged in their work and to present their work, sketchbooks,
workbooks, journals, and homework to a high standard. Successful practice
requires real commitment and is highly rewarding as students enjoy producing
their own work.

Additional
information:

All our courses give students the opportunity to produce a portfolio of work that
they can show to prospective employers or use to help secure a place in higher
education.
Students can take two Art subjects at A Level.

A LEVEL BIOLOGY
Board AQA
The course is intended to encourage students to:
• Develop an interest and enthusiasm for the subject, with a view to further study and
various careers in healthcare and the biological sciences.
• Appreciate how society makes decisions about scientific issues and how the sciences
contribute to the success of the economy and society.
• Develop and demonstrate a deeper appreciation of the skills, knowledge and
understanding of How Science Works.
• Develop essential knowledge and deep understanding of different areas of the subject
and how they relate to each other.

The first year of the Biology A Level has 4 topics:
1 Biological molecules
2 Cells
3 Organisms exchange substances with their environment
4 Genetic information, variation and relationships between organisms
The second year of Biology A Level also has 4 additional topics
5 Energy transfers in and between organisms
6 Organisms’ response to changes in their internal and external environments
7 Genetics, populations, evolution and ecosystems
8 The control of gene expression

The course is assessed by three, 2 hour, external exam papers. Papers 1 and 2 are equally
weighted (35% of the course each): Paper 3 contributes 30% of the course. Paper 1 examines
topics 1-4, including relevant practical skills. Paper 2 examines topics 5-8 including relevant
practical skills. Paper 3 is synoptic, examining all topics from the course and including a 25
mark essay from a choice of two titles. These papers are taken in the summer of Year 13.

The practical skills covered in the course will also be internally assessed by a series of
practical competencies on a pass/fail basis at the end of the second year of the course.

Entry Requirements
It is recommended that students have studied separate sciences and achieved a 7-9 in
Biology, additionally students should have attained a high grade in higher level Maths (i.e.
Grade 6 or above). In some circumstances, students with 6 in Biology GCSE may be
considered. Students of dual award GCSE should have achieved at least 7s overall.

A LEVEL BUSINESS
Board: Eduqas
This A Level specification introduces learners to the dynamic business environment and the
importance of entrepreneurial activity in creating business opportunities and sustaining
business growth. Learners will have the opportunity to develop a wide range of essential
skills required for higher education and employment.
The focus of the specification is to nurture an enthusiasm for studying business using
contemporary contexts, allowing learners to develop an appreciation of the strategic,
complex and inter-related nature of business issues from a local to global perspective.
It is expected that students will:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

develop an enthusiasm for studying business
gain an holistic understanding of business in a range of contexts
develop a critical understanding of organisations and their ability to meet society’s
needs and wants
understand that business behaviour can be studied from a range of perspectives
generate enterprising and creative approaches to business opportunities, problems
and issues
be aware of the ethical dilemmas and responsibilities faced by organisations and
individuals
acquire a range of relevant business and generic skills, including decision-making,
problem-solving, the challenging of assumptions and critical analysis
apply numerical skills in a range of business contexts.

The subject content enables learners to investigate different types and sizes of
organisations in various business sectors and environments, drawing on local,
national and global contexts. Learners will develop an holistic understanding of
business and enterprise and be aware of the opportunities and threats of operating
in a global marketplace.
Learners will be expected to be familiar with current issues in business and be able to
investigate, analyse and evaluate contemporary business opportunities and problems
in a wide range of contexts, whilst recognising how businesses adapt to operate in a
dynamic business environment.
Learners will gain an understanding of the important role played by small businesses
in the economy and the opportunities that exist for entrepreneurs, as well as the
importance of established business and not-for-profit organisations in providing goods
and services.
Learners will apply a number of analytical techniques, including decision-making
models, investment appraisal tools and ratio analysis, to investigate business
opportunities and problems to determine business strategy in a range of contexts.
Learners will be expected to use a range of numerical skills and make justifiable
decisions using both quantitative and qualitative methods applied in the context of
A Level Business.
Business is a demanding course, which provides a great foundation for a variety of
University disciplines.

Summary of Assessment

Course requirements: The A Level is available to all students; a sound understanding of
Mathematics and English at GCSE is preferred.

A LEVEL CHEMISTRY

Board AQA
About the course:
•

Our objective is to ensure that learning is enjoyable and enhances a candidate’s
enthusiasm for chemistry.
•
The How Science Works concepts from GCSE are developed to ensure relevance to
contemporary issues.
•
There are numerous opportunities to use practical experiences and link theory to
reality, which will equip students with the essential practical skills they need.
•
The resources have been carefully chosen to be the perfect partner for the course.
A Level Chemistry covers 4 areas:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Physical Chemistry
Inorganic Chemistry
Organic Chemistry
Practical Chemistry

The course is assessed by three, 2 hour, external exam papers. Papers 1 and 2 are equally
weighted (35% of the course each): Paper 3 contributes 30% of the course. Paper 1 examines
Inorganic and Physical Chemistry, including relevant practical skills. Paper 2 examines
Organic and Physical Chemistry including relevant practical skills. Paper 3 is synoptic,
examining all topics from the course. These papers are taken in the summer of Year 13.
The A Level course has a top grade of A*.

Entry Requirements
It is recommended that students have studied separate sciences and achieved a 7-9 in
Chemistry, additionally students should have attained a high grade in higher level Maths
(i.e. Grade 6 or above). Students of dual award GCSE should have achieved at least 7s
overall.

A LEVEL COMPUTER SCIENCE
Board OCR
Course: Computer Science (H446)
New A Levels are fully linear so assessment of a student’s knowledge and understanding of
the whole course takes place at the end of two years of study.
The full A Level Computer Science qualification will inspire and challenge students to apply
the knowledge they gain with the creative and technical skills they acquire.
• The A Level consists of three components, two of which are externally marked question
papers making up 80% of the qualification.
• The other 20% is the coursework project, which is focused on coding and programming
with a simple assessment model and marking criteria.

Component
01 Computer
systems

ASSESSMENTS
Assessment
Weighting
Externally marked
40%
question paper

Marks and duration
140 marks / 2 hr 30
mins

02 Algorithms and
programming

Externally marked
question paper

40%

140 marks / 2 hr 30
mins

03 Programming
project

Internally assessed,
externally moderated

20%

70 marks

The course mainly focuses on theory and program development skills involving:
•
•

Programming, algorithms and problem solving.
Computational thinking and maths.

For course work students are expected to work independently on their chosen project using any
one of the programming languages. Qualification requirement Level-7 in Computer Science and
Mathematics in their GCSE’s.

OCR state that students can use any of the following programming languages to produce their
solution:
Python
C, C++, C#
Java
Visual Basic
PHP
Delphi
They have also indicated that they have approved the following additional programming
languages:
Swift/SQL
JSON
nodeJS
Unreal/Unity game engines (linked via C#, C++ etc.,)
Lua
MonkeyX
JavaScript (but only in conjunction with other things, not just simple client side)
Please note that you are expected to produce a graphical user interface for any solution that you
create, no matter what your choice of programming language you wish to use.

Please contact Mr Kumar, if you wish to know more about this option.

A LEVEL DRAMA AND THEATRE
Board WJEC Eduqas
An A Level in Drama and Theatre will encourage students to establish a multitude of skills
including collaboration and communication and develop knowledge that will support
progression to further study in a wide range of subjects. The course engages students
through encouraging creativity that focuses on both written and practical work reflecting
twenty-first century theatre practice.
CONTENT
Component 1:
Theatre Workshop
Learners participate in the creation, development and performance of:
• one reinterpretation of an extract from a text, using the working methods and techniques
of either an influential theatre practitioner or a recognised theatre company.
Component 2:
Text in Action
Learners participate in the creation, development and performance of:
• one devised piece using the working methods and techniques of a second different
influential theatre practitioner or recognised theatre company.
• one extract from a text in a contrasting style to the devised performance.
Component 3:
Text in Performance, Written Exam
Learners explore texts and in an exam answer essay questions from the perspective of
director, actor, designer and audience member:
• learners study two complete performance texts from different historical periods
• one extract from a third contrasting text.

ASSESSMENT
Component 1: Theatre Workshop
Internally assessed, externally moderated
Learners must produce:
• realisation of a performance
• a written creative log.
20% of qualification
Component 2: Text in Action:
Externally assessed by a visiting examiner
Learners participate in the creation, development and performance of two contrasting pieces
of theatre based on a stimulus.
40% of qualification
Component 3: Text in Performance
Externally assessed
Written examination: 2 hours 30 minutes
40% of qualification

Sections A and B
Open book: Clean copies (no annotation) of the two complete texts chosen must be taken
into the examination.
Two questions based on two different texts, one written pre1956 and one written post1956.
Section C
Closed book: The extract of text required for answering the questions will be printed on the
examination paper. A question based on a specified extract from: The Curious Incident of
the Dog in the Night-Time, Mark Haddon, adapted by Simon Stephens.
In line with all new A Levels the dominant percentage of this qualification is written,
therefore entrance onto the course will require grade 6 in GCSE English.
Please see Mr Sills for further information

A LEVEL ECONOMICS
Board: Eduqas
Economics offers you the chance to study the economic environment both nationally and
internationally.
There are many benefits to gaining an A Level in Economics as it will open many doors in
further and higher education. A qualification in Economics offers a wide range of
possibilities.
It is expected that students will:
• Develop an interest in and enthusiasm for the subject
• Appreciate the contribution of economics to the understanding of the wider economic
and social environment
• Develop an understanding of a range of concepts and an ability to use those concepts in a
variety of different contexts
• Use an enquiring, critical and thoughtful approach to the study of economics and
develop an ability to think as an economist
• Understand that economic behaviour can be studied from a range of perspectives
• Develop analytical and quantitative skills, together with qualities and attitudes which will
equip them for the challenges, opportunities and responsibilities of adult and working life.

Component 1: Economic Principles written examination: 1 hour 30 minutes 30% of
qualification
Component 2: Exploring Economic Behaviour written examination: 2 hours 30 minutes
30% of qualification
Component 3: Evaluating Economic Models and Policies written examination: 2 hours 30
minutes 40% of qualification
The subject content has been grouped into three broad areas of study:
• Microeconomics
• Macroeconomics
• Trade and development.

Economics is a demanding course, which provides a great foundation for a variety of
University disciplines.
Course requirements: The A Level is available to all students; a sound understanding of
Mathematics at GCSE is preferred.

A LEVEL ENGLISH LANGUAGE
Board: Edexcel
English Language at A Level is very different to that studied at GCSE. This course is about
studying a wide variety of language encounters such as spoken language in everyday life; the
language of journalism and legal language. We explore why the English language can be so
varied, from individual variation which might be influenced by aspects such as age or
gender or region, to the ways in which language changes over time and varies across the
world. We look at why we use language in different contexts and for different purposes, and
consider how children learn language. There is also an opportunity for students to craft
their own original writing in the non-examination assessment component.
Anyone who likes asking questions about language and wants to find out how linguists
analyse language will thoroughly enjoy this course.
We recommend that you achieve at least Grade 7 in English Language GCSE level to enrol
in this subject.
The course consists of the following components:
Component 1: Language Variation
35% of A Level qualification
Overview of content
Students will explore:
● how language varies depending on mode, field, function and audience
● how language choices can create personal identities
● language variation in English from c1550 (the beginnings of Early Modern English) to
the present day.
Overview of assessment
● Written examination, lasting 2 hours 15 minutes.
● Two sections: students answer the question in Section A and the question in Section B.
● Section A – Individual Variation: one question on two unseen 21st-century linked
texts/data. Students produce an extended comparative response.
● Section B – Variation over Time: one question on two thematically linked unseen
texts/data, from two different periods. Students produce an extended comparative
response.
Component 2: Child Language
20 % of A Level qualification
Overview of content
Students will explore:
● spoken language acquisition and how children learn to write between the ages of 0-8
● the relationship between spoken language acquisition and literacy skills that children
are taught, including the beginnings of reading
● appropriate theories of children’s language development.

Overview of assessment
● Written examination, lasting 1 hour.
● Total of 45 marks available.
● One question based on a set of unseen data – either spoken or written. Students
produce an extended response.

Component 3: Investigating Language
25% of A Level qualification
Overview of content
Students will:
● select a research focus from five topic areas;
● develop their research and investigation skills;
● undertake a focused investigation;
● apply their knowledge of language levels and key language concepts developed
through the whole course;
● develop their personal language specialism.
A subtopic will be pre-released in the January before the examination. The prereleased subtopic will provide a steer for students’ research and investigation to
enable them to prepare for the external assessment.
Overview of assessment
● Written examination, lasting 1 hour 45 minutes.
● Two sections: students answer one question from Section A and one question from
Section B.
● Section A – one question on unseen data. Students must answer the question on the
subtopic they have researched.
● Section B – one evaluative question. Students must answer the question on the
subtopic they have researched and must make connections with data from their
investigation. Students produce an extended response.
Coursework: Crafting Language
20% of A Level
Internally assessed, externally moderated;
Overview of content
Students will:
● research a selected genre;
● demonstrate their skills as writers within their selected genre, crafting texts for
different audiences and/or purposes;
● reflect on their research and writing in an accompanying commentary.
Overview of assessment
Students produce two assignments:
● Assignment 1: two pieces of original writing from the same genre, differentiated by
function and/or audience.
● Assignment 2: one commentary, reflecting on the two pieces of original writing
produced and making connections with research undertaken;
● Advisory total word count is 2500–3000 words: Assignment 1 is 1500–2000 words and
Assignment 2 is 1000 words.

A LEVEL ENGLISH LITERATURE
Board: Edexcel
English Literature at A Level is a fascinating and challenging opportunity to tackle literary
texts in depth and to engage with writers’ ideas. The course involves studying a range of
literature in prose, poetry and drama, from Shakespeare and his contemporaries to the
present day. We explore the ways in which writers are influenced by their times, as well as
the universality and timelessness of their concerns as part of the human experience and
imagination. Students also have an opportunity to pursue their own personal interests in
literature in the non-examination assessment component.
Those who take pleasure in engaging with literature and ideas, and enjoy taking part in
discussion and debate, will find this course particularly fulfilling.
We recommend a minimum Grade 7 in English Literature at GCSE level before you enrol in
this subject. A willingness to read – and an enjoyment of reading – is also important and
useful.
The course consists of the following components:
Component 1: Drama
30% of A Level
Overview of content
Students study:
● one Shakespeare play and one other drama from either tragedy or comedy – for
example, Hamlet and Doctor Faustus.
● critical essays related to the selected Shakespeare play. Students’ preparation is
supported by Shakespeare: A Critical Anthology – Tragedy or Shakespeare: A Critical
Anthology – Comedy.
Overview of assessment
● Written examination, lasting 2 hours and 15 minutes.
● Open book – clean copies of the texts can be taken into the examination.
● Two sections: students answer one question from a choice of two on their studied text for
both Section A and Section B.
● Section A – Shakespeare: one essay question, incorporating ideas from wider critical
reading.
● Section B – Other Drama: one essay question.
Component 2: Prose
20% of A Level
Overview of content
Students study:
● two prose texts from a chosen theme. At least one of the prose texts will be pre-1900.

Overview of assessment
● Written examination, lasting 1 hour.
● Open book – clean copies of the texts can be taken into the examination.
● Students answer one comparative essay question from a choice of two on their studied
theme.
Component 3: Poetry
30% of A Level
Overview of content
Students study:
● poetic form, meaning and language
● a selection of post-2000 specified poetry and
● a specified range of poetry from: either a literary period (either pre- or post-1900), for
example, Metaphysical or Romantic poetry or a named poet from within a literary period,
for example, Keats or Rossetti.
Overview of assessment
● Written examination, lasting 2 hours and 15 minutes.
● Open book – clean copies of the poetry texts can be taken into the examination.
● Two sections: students answer one question from a choice of two, comparing an unseen
poem with a named poem from their studied contemporary text and one question from a
choice of two on their studied movement/poet.
● Section A – Post-2000 Specified Poetry: one comparative essay question on an unseen
modern poem written post-2000 and one named poem from the studied contemporary text.
● Section B – Specified Poetry Pre- or Post-1900: one essay question.
Component 4: Non-examination Assessment
20% of A Level
Internally assessed
Overview of content
Students will study a set text in class and choose a second for comparison. Ex-students have
studied Riddley Walker by Russell Hoban and The Handmaid’s Tale by Margaret Atwood.
Their chosen texts have included Carol Ann Duffy’s poetry, 1984, Jane Eyre, The Road, A
Clockwork Orange and Never Let Me Go.
Chosen texts:
● may be selected from poetry, drama, prose or literary non-fiction.
Overview of assessment
Students produce one assignment:
● one extended comparative essay referring to two texts;
● the advisory total word count is 2500–3000 words

A LEVEL FRENCH
Board AQA
The skills you possess if you have studied a foreign language are highly sought after and
choosing an A Level in a language is a really smart move if you want a flexible, engaging,
stimulating subject which offers a range of career opportunities. A Level language courses
are broad and varied subjects to study and give you a solid knowledge base and a range of
desirable transferable skills. A language can be combined with many other subjects on lots
of university courses and universities are showing particular interest in students who possess
a post-GCSE qualification and apply for degree courses in Teaching, Interpreting, Business,
Law or Engineering.
The emphasis of the A Level language course focuses on improving language and
communication skills in the foreign language and on developing students’ knowledge of the
societies where the language is spoken.
In the first year of the course, you will be
studying:

In the second year of the course, you will
be studying:

Current trends:
The changing nature of family
The cyber society
The place of voluntary work

Current issues:
Positive features of a diverse society
Life for the marginalised
How criminals are treated

Artistic culture:
A culture proud of its heritage
Contemporary francophone music
Cinema

Aspects of political life:
Teenagers, the right to vote and political
commitment
Demonstrations, strikes, who holds the
power?
Politics and immigration

A book or a film (chosen from a list
prescribed by the exam board)

A book

Grammar

Grammar
You will have to undertake an individual
research project on a subject of interest to
you related to a country where French is
spoken.

A Level Assessment (end of Year 13)
Paper 1: 2 hours 15 minutes - 160 marks
Listening and reading tasks
A translation into English (100 words)
A translation into French (100 words)
Paper 2: 2 hours - 90 marks
2 essays in French (one on each of the books studied or one on the book and one on the
film)
Speaking exam: 21/23 minutes - 60 marks
Presentation and discussion of the individual research project
Further details from Mme Janvier

A LEVEL GEOGRAPHY
Board Edexcel
A Level Geography provides students with an opportunity to study a diverse range of topics.
Students will be able to understand how both human and physical factors affect the world
around them and how interactions between these shape our everyday lives. A Level
Geography offers a natural progression for students who have studied and enjoyed GCSE
Geography and will build on some of this prior knowledge as well as introducing some
exciting new areas of study.
The A Level Geography course also requires students to undertake an independent
investigation. This requires them to take part in a 4 day residential field course toward the
end of Year 12.
In addition, A Level Geography is considered a ‘facilitating subject’ by Russell Group
Universities.
A Level Geography:
Area of Study 1. Dynamic Landscapes
Topic 1: Tectonic Processes and Hazards
Tectonic processes, a study of the causes of tectonic hazards, the impact of tectonic activity
on people, and responses to tectonic hazards.
Topic 2: Landscape Systems, Processes and Change
An integrated study of processes, landforms and landscapes. A study of one landscape
system and the physical and human processes influencing change over time and space.
Choose one from:
• Option 2.1: Glacial landscapes and change
• Option 2.2: Coastal landscapes and change
Area of Study 2. Dynamic Places
Topic 3: Globalisation
A study of globalisation, its causes and consequences for different people and places.
Topic 4: Shaping Places
A study of how and why places are shaped and changed, the meanings and identities
attached to different places and the consequences for different people.
Choose one from:
• Option 4.1: Regenerating places
• Option 4.2: Diverse places
Area of Study 3. Physical Systems and Sustainability
Topic 5: The Water Cycle and Water Insecurity
Water cycle, human and natural factors that impact on water cycling, consequences for
water security and future water conflicts.
Topic 6: The Carbon Cycle and Energy Security
Carbon cycle, human and natural factors impacting on carbon cycling, the consequences for
ecosystems and management strategies.
Topic 7: Climate Change Futures
Exploring the links between the carbon and water cycles through climate change.

Area of Study 4. Human Systems and Geopolitics
Topic 8: Superpowers
Superpowers, the reasons for shifting economic and political power, the impacts of
superpowers, influence of superpowers in governing the global commons.
Topic 9: Global Development and Connections
Choose one :
• Option 8: Health, Human Rights and Intervention
• Option 9: Migration, Identity and Sovereignty

A Level Assessment (end of Year 13):
Paper 1
Assessment of Dynamic
Landscapes and
Physical Systems and
Sustainability. (topics;
1,2,5,6,7)

Paper 2
Assessment of
Dynamic Places and
Human Systems and
Geopolitics.
(topics; 3,4,8,9)

Paper 3
Synoptic
investigation of a
geographical issue.

Non Examined
Assessment (NEA)
Independent
investigation

1.5 hour examination

1.5 hour examination

1.75 hour
examination

Recommended word
count: 3000-4000.

Total marks 90

Total marks 90

Total marks 60

Total marks 60

30% contribution to A
Level qualification

30% contribution to
A Level qualification

20% contribution
to A Level
qualification

20% contribution to
A Level qualification

A LEVEL HISTORY
Board Edexcel
Course: European and British History 9H10
The study of History in the Sixth Form is both challenging and enjoyable. In terms of skills,
History will be a natural progression from GCSE and will allow for the study of completely
new topics. The course is suitable for those who intend studying either predominantly Arts
or predominantly Science/Mathematical subjects.
COURSE UNITS FOR A LEVEL
•
•
•
•

Unit 1 (30% of A Level – exam in Year 13): Britain, 1625-1701: Conflict,
Revolution and Settlement
Unit 2 (20% of A Level – exam in Year 13): Russia in Revolution, 1894-1924
Unit 3 (30% of A Level – exam in Year 13): The Changing Nature of Warfare,
1859-1991: Perception and Reality
Unit 4: (20% of A Level – coursework): Investigating the origins of the Holocaust

Students should be imaginative, self-motivated, and capable of independent study. They
should be prepared to develop their interest in current affairs/politics and will enjoy reading
and thinking critically about what they read.
The study of History fosters the ability to grasp ideas and concepts, to ask pertinent
questions, to select and appraise evidence and to use these skills in the formulation of cogent
and persuasive arguments. The interested and thoughtful student will find the accumulation
and retention of the necessary factual knowledge through study outside the classroom both
natural and satisfying.
History is a fully acceptable component of qualifications for entry into a wide range of
degrees and other further education courses. It is also useful for entry into careers such as
Business, Consultancy, Management, Law and Teaching. History is also an important part
of the general education of the cultured and politically aware person.
Entry Requirements: Students will be asked to achieve at least grade 7 at GCSE History.
Those achieving grade 6 may be accepted with excellent English GCSE results.
Further Details: Please see Mr Leventhall, Mr Cheetham, Mr Pitt and Mr Stott.

A LEVEL MATHEMATICS
Board Oxford & Cambridge (MEI) Specification B (H640)
MEI – Mathematics in Education and Industry
Why choose Mathematics?
Mathematics combines well with both Sciences and Humanities. In addition to the obvious
relevance of Mathematics to Engineering, Medicine, Business and Commerce, quantitative
techniques are becoming increasingly important in History, Geography and languages. Both
the wide application of the subject and the recognition that an A Level pass is a mark of
rigorous academic training, imply that, when it comes to choosing a career, many
opportunities will be open if Mathematics is included in your A Level combination.
Mathematics
Students will sit three papers consisting of Pure Mathematics, Mechanics and Statistics.
Exam Paper
Pure Mathematics and
Mechanics

Time
2 hours

Marks
100

Pure Mathematics and
Statistics

2 hours

100

Pure Mathematics and
Comprehension

2 hours

75

All A Level examinations are taken at the end of Year 13. There is no coursework.
Course Details
Pure Mathematics includes Algebra, Calculus, Geometry and Trigonometry. It contains a
body of knowledge that can be studied and enjoyed for its own sake.
Mechanics is the study of forces and how physical objects either move or stay still under the
action of these forces. It is about developing the critical facilities required to approach
problem solving, using the effect of forces as the main context.
Statistics involves the study of the principles and methods of statistical analysis. It provides a
good basis for all subjects requiring data collection and analysis.
The course is designed to help students learn to apply Mathematics in a real context. It
includes the analysis of a large data set and a comprehension paper on a mathematical topic.
Students are expected to have a calculator which will compute summary statistics and access
probabilities from the binomial and normal distribution. We will advise students on the best
choice of calculator to buy at the start of the course.
The minimum entry requirement is grade 7 in GCSE Mathematics. Students intending to
study A level Mathematics are given learning resources to help prepare for the course over
the summer holidays and are strongly advised to work through these if they are to have a
successful start.

A LEVEL FURTHER MATHEMATICS
Board Oxford & Cambridge (MEI) Specification B (H645)
Mathematics is so important that it is the only traditional subject with a second A Level. An
A Level qualification in Further Mathematics is highly regarded as a measure of intellectual
ability when applying for any undergraduate course. It provides an excellent preparation
for subjects with a strong mathematical content, such as Mathematics, Economics, Physics,
Engineering and Computing.
Applicants for these courses will be at an advantage if they have studied Further
Mathematics to at least AS Level. This is particularly the case if seeking admission to
courses at the more prestigious universities such as Cambridge, Oxford, Warwick, Durham,
Imperial, Bath, Birmingham, UCL, Manchester and Leeds. These universities state that
they prefer or recommend candidates to have taken the subject for entry to the above
courses and will, in some cases, make a reduced offer if the subject has been taken at AS or
A Level.
The course extends the standard A Level in breadth and depth and will provide a
stimulating and challenging experience for the most able students who have achieved at least
grade 8 in GCSE Mathematics.
The course consists of units in Pure Mathematics, Mechanics and Statistics and the following
papers are taken at the end of the course:
Exam Paper
Core Pure Mathematics
Y420
Mechanics
Y421
Statistics
Y432

Time
2 hours 40 minutes

Marks
180

2 hours 15 minutes

120

1 hour 15 minutes

60

Students will require a calculator with additional features to the minimum required for the
single A Level. We will advise students on the best choice of calculator to buy at the start of
the course.
Higher Education and Career Opportunities
It is possible to study for a degree in Mathematics at most universities. Mathematics itself
has many different branches and most degree courses allow some choice in the later stages.
It is also possible for Mathematics to be offered as part of a joint degree as Mathematics
combines well with almost any other subject.
It is a good basis for many careers as it shows evidence of a sound, logical mind and of a
person who can think analytically and lucidly. These are qualities which are essential in a
variety of careers such as Engineering, Architecture, Economics, Business Studies,
Computing, Accountancy, Psychology, Management, Education, Law, Medicine and
Scientific Research.
Employers find A Level Mathematics an attractive qualification even if it is unlikely that the
work will involve Mathematics to any great extent. On the other hand there are many areas
of industrial or commercial employment where a mathematical background is very useful
and does actually enter into the job being done.

A LEVEL MODERN HEBREW
Board AQA
This course enables you to develop your linguistic skills alongside your understanding of
Israeli culture and society.
You will study technological and social change, looking at diversity and the benefits it
brings. You will study highlights of Israeli artistic culture, including art and architecture,
and learn about Israeli politics including political engagement amongst the young.
You will also explore the influence of the past on present day Israel. Throughout your
studies, you will learn the language in the context of Israel and learn about the issues and
influences which have shaped the country.
You will study texts and film and have the opportunity to carry out independent research in
an area of your choice. Assessment tasks will be varied and cover listening, reading and
writing skills.
In the first year of the course, you will be studying:
Current trends:

In the second year of the course, you will be
studying:
Current issues:

The Israeli family
• The traditional family unit
• The role of the religious establishment in the family
• The diversity of the modern family

Marginalisation in Israeli society
• Social and economic marginalisation
• Crime and punishment in Israel
• The issue of geographic inequality

. The evolution of the digital world in Israel

.

• The internet in daily life
• Social media – benefits and dangers
• The digitalisation of Israeli society
Political and artistic culture:

. Israeli festivals and traditions
• Cultural traditions in Jewish and non-Jewish
communities
• The Kibbutz
• Regional and local heritage

. Israeli art and architecture
• Archaeological sites
• Sites of commemoration and preservation in Israel
• Israeli art and artists

A book or a film (chosen from a list prescribed by
the exam board)
Grammar

Migration in Israel
• Israel and the Jewish Diaspora
• Immigration into Israel – impact on society
• Emigration from Israel – impact on society
Democracy in Israel
• Creation of the Israeli state
• Israeli Presidents and Prime Ministers past and
present
• The current political scene in Israel
Israeli politics and young people
• The role of schools in political education
• Youth movements
Research project: You will have to undertake an
individual research project on a subject of interest to
you.
A book

Grammar

A Level Assessment (end of Year 13)
Paper 1 Reading and writing (research project): 2 hours 30 minutes; total raw mark: 85
Paper 2 Writing an essay in Hebrew (one on each of the books studied or one on the film) 2 hours total raw mark:
mark: 80
80
Paper 3: Listening, reading and writing 2 hours 30 minutes; total raw mark: 75
Presentation and discussion of the individual research project

Further details from Mrs Isaacson

A LEVEL MUSIC
Board Edexcel

Music A Level is both a creative and academically rigorous course that teaches you core
musical skills whilst equipping you academically for entry to a wide-range of Universities or
Conservatoires. You will have the opportunity to polish your performing to a professional
level, compose your own music and study music in a broad range of popular and classical
styles.
The arts and entertainment sector is one of the UK’s largest export industries and recent
government data shows the creative industries as being worth over eight million pounds an
hour to the economy. Studying Music at A Level can lead to a career as a performer,
composer, publicist, arts manager, radio broadcaster, live promoter, teacher or academic
and much more. However, Music A Level equips you for other careers too, helping you to
develop extensive teamwork skills through ensemble work, listening and appraising skills
through analysis as well as self-discipline and motivation through learning an instrument.
Under the new A Level Music syllabus the subject is offered in the following form

Component 1
PERFORMING

Formal recital minimum of 8 minutes duration

30%

Two compositions, one to a brief and one free choice

30%

Study of music across six areas of study culminating
in a 2 hour written paper

40%

Component 2
COMPOSING
Component 3
APPRAISING

The written paper covers a range of musical styles and genres; Vocal Music, Instrumental
Music, Music for Film, Popular Music and Jazz, Fusions, New Directions.
The music department has a full range of extra-curricular activities on offer, including
orchestra, choir, acapella vocal groups, guitar ensemble, wind ensemble, brass ensemble,
samba band and various theory clubs. There is a dedicated IT suite for the department with
Sibelius and Ableton software which students use for composition and recording. There are
regular opportunities to attend a variety of professional performances around Manchester
and the chance to work with professionals in the music industry.
What is required?
A good pass at GCSE or similar qualification is expected although students who are of grade
5 standard in an instrument or voice and have the accompanying theoretical knowledge
would be considered. All students are expected to take weekly lessons on at least one
instrument and regular daily practice is essential. It is also expected that students participate
in a school ensemble and attend school concerts.

A LEVEL PHYSICS
Board AQA
The course has been designed to provide a traditional approach to teaching Physics and
develop an interest and enthusiasm for the subject, including further studies and careers. It
will illustrate how society makes decisions about scientific issues and how science contributes
to the success of the economy.
Students will only sit exams at the end of Year 13.
Year 1 has 5 units:
1 Measurements and their errors
2 Particles and radiation
3 Waves
4 Mechanics and materials
5 Electricity

Year 2 has a further 3 units and an optional unit (to be determined when the students are in
Year 13):
6 Further mechanics and thermal physics
7 Fields and their consequences
8 Nuclear physics
The optional topics include:
9 Astrophysics
10 Medical physics
11 Engineering physics
12 Turning points in physics
13 Electronics
The full A Level qualification will be examined with three 2 hour papers to be sat in the
summer of Year 13.
As with all science A Levels, there are required practicals, 12 in total, which are assessed.
At the end of Year 12, a summer project is carried out to develop research and referencing
skills.

Entry Requirements
It is recommended that candidates should have acquired the skills and knowledge associated
with the separate science GCSE courses, and they should have achieved a 7 to 9 in Physics
and Maths. Students of dual award GCSE should have achieved at least a 7 in additional
Science (Unit 2). Students will also need to be able to communicate effectively in English.

A LEVEL POLITICS
Board Edexcel
Course: Politics 2017
Why Study Politics?
The subject is current, relevant, lively and sometimes controversial. If you are interested in
how the UK and the USA are run, this is the course for you. Have you wondered why
Britain voted to leave the EU? How did Trump manage to win the US Presidential race in
2016 without securing the popular vote? These are issues we will tackle, amongst many
others. You will also develop skills regarding written communication and debating.
Politics fits well with a wide range of other subjects including History, English, Economics,
Sociology and Religious Studies. It is also a good starting place for careers in Law,
Journalism, Media, Business, Government and the Civil Service.
What will you study?
The course is in three sections:Government & Politics of the UK
Political Ideas
Government & Politics of the USA or Global Politics
Component 1 – UK Politics and Core
Political Ideas
•
•
•
•

Participation & Voting Behaviour
Electoral Systems
Political Parties
Pressure Groups & Protest
Movements
Core- Political Ideologies
• Conservatism
• Liberalism
• Socialism

•
•
•
•
•
•

Component 2 – UK Government and NonCore Political Ideas
•
•
•
•

The Constitution
Parliament
Prime Minister and Executive
Relationships between branches
Non - Core Political Ideas - A choice of:
• Anarchism
• Ecologism
• Feminism
• Multiculturalism
• Nationalism

Component 3 – Either US or Global Politics
The US Constitution and Federalism
• The State and Globalisation
US Congress
• Global Governance: political and
US Presidency
economic
US Supreme Court and US Civil
• Global Governance: human rights
Rights
and environmental
US Democracy and Participation
• Power and Developments
Comparative Theories
• Regionalism and the EU
• Comparative Theories

Assessment:
There will be 3 papers (one on each section). Each paper will be 2 hours long. Each paper
will have equal weight i.e. count for one third of the total A Level. All papers will be taken
at the end of the course.
Further details from Mr Sleeman

A LEVEL PSYCHOLOGY
Board AQA
Specification 7182
Psychology is the study of the mind and behaviour. Students will learn the fundamentals of
the subject and develop skills valued by Higher Education and employers, including critical
analysis, independent thinking and research. It is taught from a scientific perspective and is
of interest to students who would like to find out about why we behave in the way we do.
Course Details
Duration: two years with three written exams at the end each lasting two hours
Course content
Paper 1: Introductory topics in Psychology
Social influence
Memory
Attachment
Psychopathology
Paper 2: Psychology in Context
Approaches in psychology
Biopsychology
Research methods
Paper 3: Issues and options in Psychology
Issues and debates in psychology
Gender
Schizophrenia
Forensic psychology
Entry requirements
Students who study Psychology need to be good at English, Maths and Science and have
achieved high grades in these subjects at GCSE. A minimum of a grade 6 in English and
Maths is required.
Careers
An A level in Psychology is useful for lots of careers, including those in:
Education / Health Care / Community Work / Advertising / Retail Management / Public
Relations and the Media
It is also an essential foundation towards a career in Psychology itself; fields include clinical,
educational, and industrial/occupational psychology.
Further details from Mrs Marsden

A LEVEL RELIGIOUS STUDIES
Board AQA
Religious Studies will get you thinking. You will study ideas that shape the way we live today
and many that might seem very strange indeed. The course is a fusion of examining modern
life combined with ancient wisdom from the greatest philosophers and thinkers both Jewish
and Christian. Your minds will stretch, you will laugh and grow and revel in a thoroughly
brilliant A Level course!

Topics studied
There are three parts to the A Level- Philosophy, Ethics and Judaism:

Philosophy of religion
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Arguments for the existence of God
Evil and suffering
Religious experience
Religious language
Miracles
Self, death and the afterlife

Ethics
1.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Normative ethical theories
The application of natural moral law, situation ethics and virtue ethics
Introduction to meta ethics: the meaning of right and wrong
Free will and moral responsibility
Conscience
Bentham and Kant

Judaism
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

God
Self, death and the afterlife
The challenge from science
Judaism and the nature and function of religion
Sources of religious wisdom and authority in Judaism
Jewish religious identity
Judaism and sexual identity
Judaism and religious pluralism

Assessment at the end of Year 13
There will be two 3 hour papers.
Component 1: Philosophy of religion and ethics
In Component 1, students will be assessed on their knowledge, understanding and ability to
analyse and evaluate philosophy of religion and ethics and religion.
The exam tests students’ ability in relation to both AO1 (knowledge) and AO2
(understanding). The paper is divided into two sections:
Section A: tests philosophy of religion and consists of two compulsory two-part questions; in
each two-part question the first part tests AO1 (10 marks) and the second part tests AO2 (15
marks).
Section B: tests ethics and religion and consists of two compulsory two-part questions; in
each two-part question the first part tests AO1 (10 marks) and the second part tests AO2 (15
marks).

Component 2: Study of religion and dialogues
In Component 2 students will be assessed on their knowledge, understanding and ability to
analyse and evaluate religion and issues related to the dialogue between philosophy of
religion and Judaism and issues related to the dialogue between ethical studies and Judaism.
The exam tests students’ ability in relation to both AO1 (knowledge) and AO2
(understanding). The paper is divided into three Sections:
Section A covers the study of religion and consists of two compulsory two-part questions; in
each two-part question the first part tests AO1 (10 marks) and the second part tests AO2 (15
marks).
Section B covers the dialogue between religion and philosophy of religion; it is tested by one
synoptic question from a choice of two testing AO1 and AO2 (worth 25 marks).
Section C tests the dialogue between religion and ethical studies; it is tested by one synoptic
question from a choice of two testing AO1 and AO2 (worth 25 marks).
Further details from Rabbi Rickman and Mrs Seitler

A LEVEL SOCIOLOGY
Board AQA
Course: Sociology 7192
The study of Sociology at A Level is both interesting and challenging. The course is suitable
for those who intend studying either humanities, arts or science A Level combinations.
COURSE UNITS
•
•
•

Paper 1 (33% of A Level – exam in Year 13): Education with Theory and
Methods
Paper 2 (33% of A Level – exam in Year 13): Culture and Identity and Beliefs in
Society
Paper 3 (33% of A Level – exam in Year 13): Crime and Deviance with Theory
and Methods

Students should be open-minded, hard-working and capable of independent study. They
should be prepared to read widely to develop their interest in current affairs, issues, policy
and society and will enjoy thinking critically about what they see and read.
Studying Sociology at A Level enables students to understand and reflect on the world
around them. It also fosters valuable analytical skills such as investigating facts, critical
thinking and forming strong, persuasive arguments. Successful students should find the
accumulation of the necessary awareness and understanding through study outside the
classroom both stimulating and rewarding.
Sociology is an acceptable component of qualifications for entry into a wide range of degrees
and other further education courses. It is also useful for entry into careers such as
Journalism, Human Resources, Advertising, Policing, Marketing, Social Work, Law and
Teaching.
Entry Requirements: Students should aim to achieve at least grade 6 at GCSE English.
Further Details: Please see Mr Marvin or Mr Pitt.

A LEVEL SPANISH
Board AQA
The skills you possess if you have studied a foreign language are highly sought after and
choosing an A Level in a language is a really smart move if you want a flexible, engaging,
stimulating subject which offers a range of career opportunities. A Level language courses
are broad and varied subjects to study and give you a solid knowledge base and a range of
desirable transferable skills. A language can be combined with many other subjects on lots
of university courses and universities are showing particular interest in students who possess
a post-GCSE qualification and apply for degree courses in Teaching, Interpreting, Business,
Law or Engineering.
The emphasis of the A Level language course focuses on improving language and
communication skills in the foreign language and on developing students’ knowledge of the
societies where the language is spoken.
In the first year of the course, you will be
studying:

In the second year of the course, you will
be studying:

Aspects of Hispanic society:
Modern and traditional values
Cyberspace
Equal rights

Multiculturalism in Hispanic society:
Immigration
Racism
Integration

Artistic culture:
Modern day idols
Spanish regional identity
Cultural heritage

Aspects of political life:
Today’s youth, tomorrow’s citizens
Monarchies, republics and dictatorships
Popular movements

A book or a film (chosen from a list
prescribed by the exam board)

A book
Grammar

Grammar
You will have to undertake an individual
research project on a subject of interest to
you related to a country where Spanish is
spoken.
A Level Assessment (end of Year 13)
Paper 1: 2 hours 15minutes - 160 marks
Listening and reading tasks
A translation into English (100 words)
A translation into Spanish (100 words)
Paper 2: 2 hours - 90 marks
2 essays in Spanish (one on each of the books studied or one on the book and one on the
film)
Speaking exam: 21/23 minutes - 60 marks
Presentation and discussion of the individual research project
Further details from Mrs Ackers

CAMBRIDGE TECHNICALS IN BUSINESS
Board OCR
The King David High School is offering the OCR Cambridge Technicals in Business.
Students can either choose to study the OCR Level 3 Cambridge Technical Extended
Certificate in Business (05835) which is the equivalent of one A Level or they can study the
OCR Level 3 Cambridge Technical Diploma in Business (05837) which is the equivalent of
two A Levels. These courses are open to all students who meet the Sixth Form entry
requirements. Students must be competent at Mathematics, English and ICT.
Students will develop the ability to work independently and effectively and build skills,
knowledge and understanding which will stand them in good stead both in higher education
and in the world of work.
There are three compulsory units for the Cambridge Technical Extended Certificate and
four compulsory units for the Cambridge Technical Diploma
Compulsory units
·
Business environment
·
Working in business
·
Business decisions
·
Customers and communication
Optional units include:
• Marketing and marketing research
• Marketing strategy
• Marketing campaign
• Introduction to human resources
• Recruitment and selection
• Employer and employee relations
• Accounting concepts
• Management accounting
• Financial accounting
• Resource management
• Change management
• Principles of project management
• Responsible business practices
• International business
• Business events
• Being entrepreneurial – evaluating viable opportunities
Students wishing to take the Extended Certificate in Business will study a total of five units,
three compulsory and two optional. Students studying for the Cambridge Technical
Diploma will study a further five units making a total of 10 units, four compulsory and six
optional. Mandatory and optional units vary depending upon which course you choose.
However, in both cases units are studied over two years and assessment is by a mixture of
coursework and exams.
Students studying for the OCR Level 3 Cambridge Extended Certificate will gain either a
Distinction*, Distinction, Merit or Pass which are the equivalent of A*, A, C or E at A Level.
Students studying for the Cambridge Technical Diploma in Business will gain the equivalent
of two A Levels at grades A* to E. The qualifications are accredited at level 3 of the
Cambridge Technicals Qualifications framework. The new Cambridge Technicals allow
students to access an A* for the first time.

These qualifications are recognised by universities and enable students to proceed to
university and study at degree or higher diploma level. They are also recognised by
prospective employers allowing students to enter at management trainee or operative level.
Students who proceed straight to employment can undertake further job related
qualifications in areas such as financial services, health & safety and retailing.

BTEC IN HEALTH AND SOCIAL CARE
Board Edexcel
This is a two year course which will allow you to gain the equivalent of one A Level and can
lead to higher education courses and employment.
Students study the Pearson BTEC Level 3 National Extended Certificate in Health and
Social Care (360 GLH - guided learning hours) 601/7197/2 which is equivalent to one A
Level.
Over the two years a range of units will be covered that deal with different aspects of Health
and Social Care including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Developing Effective Communications
Equality
Diversity and Rights
Health, Safety and Security
Development through the Life Stages
Anatomy and Physiology
Personal and Professional Development
Sociological Perspectives
Psychological Perspectives
Health and Psychology
Caring for Children and Young People
Psychological Disorders
Dementia Care
Vocational Experience
Caring for Older People
Counselling and Nutrition

Career Opportunities
• Nursing
• Health Care Assistant
• Teaching
• Social Work
• Support Work
• Youth and Community Work
• Criminology/ Psychology
• Counselling
• Play worker
• Occupational Therapy
• Probation Work
Entry Requirements
Four or more GCSE’s at grade 9-5, including a minimum of grade 5 in English Language.

Qualification Structure
Pearson BTEC Level 3 National Extended Certificate in Health and Social Care:
Unit 1 – Human Lifespan Development (90 GLH) – External Assessment
Unit 2 – Working in Health and Social Care (120 GLH) – External Assessment
Unit 5 – Meeting Individual Care and Support Needs (90GLH) – Synoptic Internal
Assessment
Unit 12 – Supporting Individuals with Additional Needs (60 GLH) – Internal Assessment

Students will be assessed in two ways: external assessment (exam), internal assessment
(coursework).
Students can only resit an exam once.
Students studying for the BTEC Level 3 National Extended Certificate will gain either a
Distinction*, Distinction, Merit or Pass which are equivalent of A*, A, C or E at A Level.

For more information please see Miss Jones, Miss Ainsworth or Miss Airley.

CAMBRIDGE TECHNICALS IN IT
Board OCR
The OCR Cambridge Technical Introductory Diploma in IT is designed for learners aged
16‐19 who want to study IT where they can learn and be assessed in ways that are practical
and relevant to the use of IT in the workplace. It will give learners the transferable
knowledge and skills to progress to higher education, an apprenticeship or to enter into
employment.
Learners will take five units, made up of two externally assessed core units and three
internally assessed optional units. This will enable them to start to focus on the skills and
knowledge needed for study or work in specific areas of the IT sector. The qualification is
equivalent to one A Level. Learners must pass each unit in order to pass the qualification
overall. The course is graded as Distinction*, Distinction, Merit and Pass which is equivalent
to A*, A, C or E at A Level. The course also has a strong link to both business and creative
media.
Students will follow the application developer pathway.
Typical job roles within this pathway include; junior web application developer, junior
application developer or junior software analyst.
Learners will take the 2 designated mandatory units for this pathway – Fundamentals of IT
and Global Information. Learners will explore application design and develop a prototype to
meet a user requirement.
Learners will then take three optional units. The optional units to choose from include:
• Cyber security
• Project management
• Product development
• Mobile technology
• Social media and digital marketing
• Software engineering for business
• Games design and prototyping
• Internet of everything
• Web design and prototyping
• Big data analytics
Whatever the focus, all learners will develop other desirable skills, such as primary research,
using IT to communicate effectively, producing management information, understanding
legal and ethical implications for organisations in using IT, planning and leading a group.
1. In combination with other qualifications, the qualification could lead to a higher
education course. Learners could:
a. choose to undertake an IT related degree from options including BSc Computer
Science or BSc IT Practitioner.
b. choose from non‐IT related degree programmes. This qualification has between
and 40 and 140 UCAS points, depending on the grade achieved, so it would be
accepted by universities as meeting requirements for entry to a range of degree
programmes.
2. In combination with other qualifications, it will enable access to an IT, Software, Web or
Telecoms Apprenticeship.
3. In combination with other qualifications, it will enable access to a wide range of IT
related careers either in the IT sector or in other sectors, for example a game designer or
network technician.
Please contact Mrs Salem if you wish to know more about this option.

CAMBRIDGE TECHNICALS IN DIGITAL MEDIA
Board OCR

The King David Media Department offers the OCR Level 3 Cambridge Technical Extended
Certificate in Media. This qualification is equivalent to one A Level.
The creative industries are an important growth area in the UK, bringing significant
cultural and economic benefits. The Level 3 Cambridge Technical in Digital Media offers a
range of units to reflect the range of opportunities available within the Media sector. It is an
ideal foundation for students, providing an understanding of Media through engagement
with media products, production process and technologies. This leads to the application of
practical and creative skills that transfer easily into the workplace.
Students study a range of media products including films, computer games, advertising
campaigns and magazines. You will learn about the institutions (such as the BBC, Sky and
Walt Disney) which produce media products. You will look in detail at how audiences are
targeted by media producers and how audiences relate to films, magazines, TV programmes
and the internet.
In the first year the initial focus is on building the knowledge to understand how media
institutions work to create products that meet the needs of specific target audiences. You will
also build on essential practical skills in media production, such as photography (including
editing using Photoshop) and graphic design (using Illustrator.) Alongside this you will find
out about the research process involved in creating a media product and prepare to produce
some individual products of your own.
In the second year you will explore advertising, creating a campaign of your own. You will
also create ideas for a product that you will create a campaign for.
Overall, the Media course is an enjoyable introduction to the world of media, with plenty to
do and clear goals. There will be two exams and coursework over the two years. There will
be clear guidance and deadlines throughout the course to support you. If you keep up and
stay on track you will find this a really rewarding and interesting course which gets you a
worthwhile qualification.
For further details about assessment, the status of the qualification and the detailed course
content please read the following information!

Grading
There are two exams (units) which are externally assessed. The remaining units, once
successfully moderated, will be graded using Pass, Merit or Distinction.
Students studying for the OCR Level 3 Cambridge Extended Certificate will gain either a
Distinction*, Distinction, Merit or Pass which are the equivalent of A*, A, C or E at A Level.

Compulsory Units

Unit 1 Media Products and Audiences Exam
The aim of this unit is to develop your understanding of how different media institutions
operate in order to create products that will appeal to specific target audiences. You will
therefore learn about the different ownership models in the media industries, and you will
learn how to analyse different media products within the sector to understand the
fundamentals of how meaning is created for audiences. You will learn about how audiences
are categorised, researched and targeted by media producers and how media institutions
distribute and advertise their products to audiences. The knowledge developed from this
unit will be applied to all aspects of the media course.
Unit 2 Pre-Production and Planning Exam
By completing this unit, you will understand the pre-production process the creative media
industry follows when creating a product. You will learn how to carry out research in the
planning stage of a media production and the various acts of legislation that need to be
considered. You will learn about the constraints that need to be considered when planning a
new media production, including timescales and resources. You will understand how to
create pre-production documents in relation to client requirements and how to plan projects
to meet these needs.
Unit 3 Create a Media Product
Media products have a range of different purposes: whether it is to advertise and promote a
product or service, inform an audience of a cause or engage and entertain an audience. The
aim of this unit is for you to develop knowledge and understanding of the production
processes of producing a media product of your own.
You will apply your learning gained in Units 1 and 2 to plan and produce a media product.
You will complete planning materials to take them forward in the production and post–
production stages of your intended media product. You will plan, produce and edit original
content for your magazine which involves photography. This will involve writing an article,
creating your own graphics and taking your own photographs to go in your magazine using
specialist software.
Optional units include:
• Advertising media – audio-visual and print media products produced
• Plan and deliver a pitch for a media product
• Cross media industry awareness

The content of the course may be subject to change in June 2021. Please contact Miss
Thomas if you wish to know more about this option.

APPLIED FOOD SCIENCE AND NUTRITION
Board WJEC
The Level 3 Diploma in Food Science and Nutrition is a two year
course leading to a qualification which is equivalent to one A Level.
Structure of the course:
It is a 2 year course where 3 units have to be completed. The 3 units are:
1. Nutrition and meeting nutritional needs
2. Ensuring food is safe to eat
3. Experimenting to solve food production problems, or
4. Current issues in food science and nutrition
General Overview
Unit
1
2
3

Title
Nutritional needs

Assessment
Internal and
External
Ensuring food is safe to eat External
Experimenting to solve food Internal
production systems

Mark
90
90
90
90

Or
4

Current issues in Food
science and nutrition

Internal

90

Reasons to take this course
This subject is designed to support learners to progress to university for careers within the
food industry or production. It is also aimed at helping and supporting general life skills and
giving students an awareness of their own dietary needs and eating habits.
Advantages of applied courses:
• Gaining key skills-independent learning and development
• Transferable skills
• Problem solving
• Presenting projects
• Maths and ICT skills
• Be able to work alongside professionals
Career opportunities
Higher education courses
Care providers and nutritionalists in
BSc Human Nutrition
hospitals
BSc Public Health and Nutrition
Sports coaches and fitness instructors
BSc Food Science and Technology
Hotels and restaurants
Food manufacturers
Government agencies to develop menus,
food products and policies to support
healthy eating
Dieticians
Please see Mrs Henshaw for further information.

TRAVEL AND TOURISM
BTEC Level 3
Board Edexcel
The King David High School is offering the new Edexcel BTEC Level 3 qualifications in
Travel and Tourism. Students will study the BTEC Level 3 National Extended Certificate in
Travel and Tourism (601/9023/1), which is the equivalent of one A-level. This course is open
to all students who meet the Sixth Form entry requirements. Students must be competent at
Mathematics, English and ICT.
Students will develop the ability to work independently and effectively and build skills,
knowledge and understanding which will stand them in good stead both in higher education
and in the world of work.
There are three compulsory units for the BTEC Level 3 National Extended Certificate and
one optional unit (chosen from two options).
Compulsory units:
•
•
•

The World of Travel and Tourism
Global Destinations
Principles of Marketing in Travel and Tourism

Optional units include:
•
•

Visitor Attractions
Events, Conferences and Exhibitions

Units are studied over two years and assessment is by a mixture of coursework and exams.
Students studying for the BTEC Level 3 National Extended Certificate in Travel and
Tourism will gain either a Distinction*, Distinction, Merit or Pass which are the equivalent
of A*, A, C or E at A level.
These qualifications are recognised by universities and enable students to proceed to
university and study at degree or higher diploma level. They are also recognised by
prospective employers allowing students to enter at management trainee or operative level.
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